ABSTRACT A colored lattice L c has a geometrical lattice L. A subgroup lattice L' of L and each of its cosets consist of like-colored points, each coset having a different color. The index of L' in L is given by A, the determinant of the matrix (tjk) that converts L into L'. This is the order of the factor group {L/L'}, and is also the number n of colors present. The crystal systems-i.e., the combinations of rotational symmetry axes of L ¢, L, and L' are all the same, but L The relationship between L and L' can be expressed, as follows:
ent centerings; this results in 39 combinations of centerings, called here the 39 symmetry types of colored lattices. These types are tabulated here, together with the special forms taken by (t~k) and the formulas for A. In only 7 of the 39 types can the numter of colors be arbitrary; in most types certain numbers of colors are impossible. The presence of axes of rotational symmetry in three-dimensional lattices places restrictions on the relative orientations of the lattice rows and nets in them. These restrictions lead to the classification of geometrical lattices into the 14 well-known Bravais types. These types in turn are grouped into crystal systems characterized by certain combinations of rotational symmetry axes. In this paper the simplest combination of axes necessary to establish a crystal system will be used to characterize that system. (Additional axes of rotation or rotationinversion, where present, can specialize some of the mathematical expressions to be derived here, but do not change their important properties. These effects will be discussed where appropriate.) Table 1 displays the classification to be used here.
A colored lattice Lc can be characterized by a "color-blind" (or geometrical) lattice L and by a subgroup lattice L' with nodes all of one color. Each of the cosets of L' consists of likecolored nodes, so that the index of L' in L is the number of different colors present. The relationship between L and L' can be expressed, as follows:
Let L = ma + nb + pc, and
where m, n, p, u, v, and w range over all the integers. The three non-coplanar vectors a, b, and c define a primitive unit cell in the L lattice and a', b', and c' define a primitive unit cell in the L' lattice. In order that the matrix (tjk) consist of integers, it is necessary that both L and L' be referred to axes that define primitive unit cells, whether or not these cells display the full symmetry of the lattices they define. Table 2 sets forth definitions of the axes to be used in this work to define each of the Bravais lattices, and it relates them to the minimal collection of symmetry axes required to establish the crystal system in each case.
The three-dimensional colored lattices Lc will be denoted by a sequence of symbols, as follows: first, a capital letter denoting the crystal system (G = triclinic, M = monoclinic, 0 = orthorhombic, S = tetragonal, H = hexagonal, K = cubic); next, a capital letter giving the centering of the geometrical lattice; then a slash; then a capital letter giving the centering of the one-colored subgroup lattice. (P = primitive, C = centered in the ab mesh, B = centered in the ca mesh, A = centered in the be mesh, F = centered in all faces of the unit cell, I = centered in the unit cell's body, R = rhombohedral centering.) Then follows the matrix, (tik), of the transformation that produces the one-colored subgroup lattice, L', from the geometrical lattice, L. The magnitude of the determinant A of this matrix gives the number of colors; this number may follow the matrix.
Examples may clarify the meaning of this notation. OP/P (pOO/OqO/OOr) means that the L and L' lattices are both primitive orthorhombic, with primitive unit cells in the form of rectangular parallelepipeds. The relationship of these two lattices is determined by the transformation in parentheses. The number of colors, n, is the determinant of the transformation; it is pqr = n, in this case. The abstract structure of the permutation group can be derived from Cp X Cq X Cr. It is Cn, unless n is divisible by a perfect square, or a perfect cube, in which case other structures may be present, and should be considered, as described in ref. 1. MC/P(pjpq/rrO/sft) means that the color-blind lattice is C centered monoclinic and the one-colored subgroup lattice is 5751 The publication costs of this article were defrayed in part by page charge payment. This article must therefore be hereby marked "advertisement" in accordance with 18 U. S. C. §1734 solely to indicate this fact. The new lattice symbols always consist of two capital letters. The first denotes the crystal system, the second the centering. The first letters were chosen thus: G for "General," M for "Monoclinic," 0 for "Orthorhombic," S for "Square" (Tetragonal), H for "Hexagonal," and K for "Cubic." * International Hermann-Mauguin notation.
primitive monoclinic. The transformation, in parenthesis, uses axes as defined in Table 2 . Its determinant is 2r(pt -qs) = n. This colored lattice symmetry thus requires an even number of colors.
SI/P(011/101/110)2 means a color-blind body-centered tetragonal lattice given two colors (because A = n = 2) in an array that produces a primitive tetragonal one-colored lattice. (This is the ideal structure of the ordered alloy AuCu if the two "colors" are taken to mean the chemical natures of gold and copper atoms, respectively, and the axial ratio c/a of the P lattice is near V .) lattices are all either one-colored or two-colored. Those All lattices are referred to primitive unit cells defined by the axes described in Table 2 . The column headed "Symmetry" shows the minimum axial symmetry required to establish the crystal class of the L and L' lattices. In the tetragonal system, the common symmetry of L and L' can be raised to 422 by making either p = 0, q = 0, orp = q. In the hexagonal system, the common symmetry of L and L' can be raised to 32, as follows: if L is HP by setting either p = 0, q = 0, q = 2p, or p = 2q; if L and L' are both HP, their common symmetry is raised to 622 in this way, instead of merely to 32; if L is HR and L' is HP by setting p = 2q, q = 2p, p = 0, q = 0, or p = q; if L and L' are both HR by setting p = q. structures derived from cubic closest packing. It also will be convenient, in some cases, to agree that the colors of chemically similar atoms are "crystallographically different, but indistinguishable chemically." Using these concepts we obtain the following descriptions of ordered structures: Gold-copper: Chemistry: Harker
